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Philipp SCHWEIGHAUSER 

Concepts of Masculinity in The Wife's Lament and Its Critical Literature 

One way of thinking about the new men's studies is to say. that they are a reaction 
against unitary concepts of masculinity. As· Ulf Reichhardt and Sabine Sielke (1998: 
569) point out in their introduction to a special Amerikastudien/American Studies issue 
on masculinities, the nevv men's studies tend to focus on the differences within the 
category of 'man' rather than conceptualizing man as a unified agent of patriarchal 
oppression. What may sound like an antifeminist backlash is in this view much ratl).er 
a concern with issues of power. within the sexes that by no means deni.es the 
importance of interrogating power relations between the sexes. On the contrary, as 
various practitioners of men's studies (Brod 1987, Connell 1987) insist, the structures 
of subordination existing betvveen different types of maculinities, for instance between 
'straight' and gay men, not only reproduce structures of subordination between men 
and women, but are actually based on them. 

This is .where the notion of 'hegemonic mascu_linity,' as developed in Conneli's 
Gender and Power (1987), comes in. Hegemonic masculinity is that form of masculinity 
which is widely accepted to constitute the norm for what it means to be a man. It can 
be defined positively as including traits such as heterosexuality, bodily strength or 
technical competence or negatively as excluding forms of masculinity such as those of 
gay men, young men, or so-called effeminate men. As the term 'hegemonic' already 
implies, the relation between hegemonic masculinity and other, subordinated forms of 
masculinity is not primarily based on violenceeven though,. as in gay bashing, it may 
involve violencebut it is a form of "social ascendancy achieved in· a play of social 
~orces that extends beyond contests of brute power into the organization of private life 
and cultural processesfl (Connell 1987: 184). Connell lists religious doctrine, the mass 
media and welfare/ taxation policies among other areas of life that are crucially 
affected by_ the power differential between hegemoni<; and other types of masculinities 
(184). 

A decisive move in Connell's argument is to link the structures of subordination 
existing between different types of masculinity to those existing between the sexes. 
Asking himself why the ideology of hegemonic masculinity exerts such a powerful 
influence over men even though feiv men actually correspond to that ideaL Connell 
comes up with an answer that relates the power differential between men directly to 
that between men and women: I'the major reason is that most men benefit from the 
subordination of women, and hegemonic masculinity is the cultural expression of this 
ascendancy" (184f.). As Connell makes clear, hegemonic masculinity is therefore 
Halways constructed in relation to various subordinated masculinities as well as in 
relation to women. The interplay between different forms of masculinity is an 
important part of how a patriarchal social order works" (183). What Connell describes 
here is probably most visible in discourses that link homosexuality with effeminacy. 
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In what follows, I would like to apply Connell's insights about the problematic 
nature of unitary and exclusionary concepts of masculinity to a re-consideration of 
some of the critical literature that has been built up around the Old English poem 
usually referred to as The Wife's Lament. More particularly, I want to focus on the 
debate surrounding the gender of the poem's narrator. I will attempt to show how 
critical moves that do not stop short of emending the text in an effort to exclu4e the 
possibility of a female narrator, are based on unitary concepts of masculinity· that 
affect both men and women in similar ways. Interpretations. of The Wife's Lament tend 
to disagree on some of the most baSic issues, such as the number of characters in the 
poem, or whether the text as it is transmitted is a fragment or not. 184 A majority of 
critics, however, agrees that the poem reports the lament of a wife who is first left 
behind by her husband, who embarks on a sea-journey. She is then seized and 
commanded to stay in a grove dwelling under all oak tree.:185 From that unhapf>y 
abode, she curses those responsible for her present situation and laments her fate, 
comparing her lot to that of happy lovers and thinking back on the better days she had 
spent with her husband. The poem ends with the wife's gnomic statements about the 
sufferings of separated lovers. What can be called the standard reading of the poem is 
based on the assumption that the poetic speaker is identical with the woman confined 
to exile in the underground cave.186 As proponents of the standard reading are ready 
to admit, this interpretation of the poem ~oes not dissolve all uncertainties about the 
story told. For instance, it remains unclear precisely why the woman has been 
banished to her miserable abode. Some seek the solution to this problem in lines 42ff., 
where a" geong man" (I. 42), a young man, is introduced, who might be the wife's lover 
and the reason for her being punished with solitary confi~ement. This lover could or 
could not be identical with the "Jul gema:cne monnan" (1. 18), the fully suitable man, the 
wife has found after the departure of her husband.187 As Anne L. Klink (1992: 50) has 
shown, such conjectures must, however, remain speculatiye. 

A significant minority of critics has chosen not to try to compose a credible story 
around the wife's .. banishment and instead dispense with the assumption of a female 
protagonist and a female narrator altogether. The first to refute the possibility- of a 

1MFor a reviews of different interpretations of The Wife's Lament, see Renoir (1975: 236f.) and 
Klinck (1992: 49-54). For speculations on the number of characters involved in the poem, see 
Klinck (1992: 50) and Ahrens (1999). 
J$ Wentersdorf (1994) argues convincingly that the mysterious "eor6scrceft!' (1. 28) is in f~ct "an 
ancient pagan sanctuary that included a cave opening up into other caves, located at the foot or 
in the side of a cliff or hill, in a wooden area with a great oak on or near the top of the cliff or 
hill" (372). 
Jffi For a recent affirmation of the standard reading, see Wentersdorf (1994), who provides the 
following answer to the question concerning the gender of the narrator: "Detailed 
reexamination of the linguistic evidence regarding tltls question has confirmed the now 
traditional interpretation, that The Wife's Lament is indeed a woman's lamentation" (357). 
181 For interpretations along these lines, see Sieper (1915: 223) and Ahrens (1999). 
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female narrator was L.L. Schiicking, who already in 1906 claimed in his "Das 
angelsachsische Gedicht von der 'Klage der Frau"' that "all difficulties [of 
interpretation] dissolve easily once we relinquish the idea of a female lament, which 
only produces a hodgepodge of contradictions" (446).188 As all subsequent critics 
foliowing in his footsteps, Schilcking had to contend with the first two lines of the 
poem, which contain three forms with feminine endings, namely "geomorre" (sad), 
"min.re" (my) and "sylfri' (self/ own), that seem to suggest that the narrator is female. 
Sch-Ucking's solution to the problem was simply to explain away the first two lines of 
the poem as additions by a scribe who did not understand the meaning of the text 
(447). According to Schilcking, the poem actually began in line three before being 
corrupted by a scribe: 

Hw<et! icyrmpa gebad, sippan ic up aweox, 
niwraoppe ealdra, no ma ponne nu. (Schiicking 1906: 447) 

Furthermore, Schticking argues, all the terms of address that other critics take as 
referring to a husband or lover would suit better the voice of a malt~ "wineleas wr<Ecca" 
(1. 9), a fri.endless exile, commanded to stay behind while his chief went on a sea-
journey. In Schticking's reading, the poetic speaker is not .an wife longing for h~r 
husband, but a retainer lamenting the absence of his chief. The mysterious "geong 
mon" of line 42 is in this reading not a lover, but refers to all those young men who 
suffer frorri a fate similar to that of the narrator. 

The main problem with Schilcking's interpretation concerns the sheer 
implausibility of his attempts to attribute the feminine inflections of the first two lines 
to a misunderstanding on the part of a scribe. For if the presence of a female 
protagonist and narrator is indeed as unlikely as Sch-Ucking claimshe even calls such a 
reading "impossible" (440) then why should a scribe have added two lines that 
precisely suggest this very impossibility? Almost sixty years after Schucking's original 
contribution, Rudolph C. Bambas in an article entitled "Another View of the Old 
English "The Wife's Lament'" (1963) tried to substantiate Schiicking's thesis by 
asserting that a poem narrated from the point of view of a woman would be a highly 
unlikely oddity within the corpus of Old English poetry (308). Bambas further insisted 
on the unlikelihood of a (male) Anglo-Saxon minstrel impersonating a woman (304). 
Rather than trying to explain away the first two lines, as Schilcking did, Bambas 
suggests scribal errors as the cause for the words with feminine inflections and 
proposes to emend them. His essay ends as follows: 

As much as possible, the copy of the Exeter Book should be allowed to stand, 
but the emendation of geomorre and rninre sylfre to suit the masculine speaker 
intended by the poet is a necessity. The scholarly effort to sustain the concept of 
a feminine subject has been ingenious and learned but should yield to a simpler 

1
s:i All translations from Schilcking (1906) are mine. 
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and more probable interpretation of the poem. For another title perhaps "The 
Exile's Lament" would do. (309) 

Apart from the apparent objection that any attempts at legitimating. one's 
interpretation with recourse to an alleged authorial intention are at best dubious .. it 
must also be said that Bambas's reading little more than replicates Schiicking's and 
therefore suffers from similar limitations. The most ingenious case for a male narrator 
so far has been put forward by Martin Stevens in his article on "The Narrator of The 
Wife's Lament" (1968)-. In co:fitrast to SchUcking and Bambas, Stevens does not opt for 
textual surgery as a way of dealing with the ominous feminine endings, but instead 
proposes that "the feminine inflections may have nothing to do with the sex of the 
speaker" (74). Put briefly, Stevens argues that the feminine -re endings of the words in 
question do not signal natural but grammatical gender. His argument rests on the 
assumption that the grammatical gender of "si5" (lot/ plight) is feminine. The 
inflection of minre is not feminine because the speaker is a woman, but because it 
agrees with the grammatical gender of si5. The same applies to sylfre, whose feminine 
inflection is due to grammatical agreement with minre. Finally, geomorre is not an 
adjective with a feminine ending, but an adverb (in Old English, most adverbs are 
formed by adding. -e to an adjectival form), so that Jul geomorre would have to be 
translated as 'very,. sadly.' Stevens's reading is far more sophisticated and 
grammatically accurate than either Bambas's or Schilcking's. Nevertheless, it also has 
its problematic aspects .. for it cannot entirely do wi~out emendations - Stevens 
proposes to change si5 to siOe - and also crucially depends on the assumption that" si5" 
is feminine, which is controversial (Mitchell 1972: 232). 

But what I am interested in is less the question of whether those who suggest a 
male narrator are right or not - 1 tend to side with those favouring a female voice but 
find especially Martin Stevens's case for a male narrator compelling189 - than the 
language the claims for a male narrator are made in. The very undecidability of the 
debate about the narrator's gender should prompt us to ask what exactly makes a 
critic opt for one position rather than the other. In other words, what desires beside 
the striving for scientific accuracy or at least plausibility condition a critic's preference 
for one theory over the other? In what follows, I will attempt to demonstrate that it is 
in the rhetoric of the proponents of a male narrator that we find traces of a desire that 
precedes and exceeds the critic's desire to come up with a plausible interpretation of 
the text. 

169 Stevens has been challenged by Bruce Mitchell (1972), who does not regard Stevens's reading 
as impossible but concludes that "he relies on too great a combination of improbabilities" (232), 
of which Mitchell lists five (grammatical agreement of minre and sylfre with siO(e), emendation 
of siOe for siO(e) .. existence of a feminine noun siO, semantic necessity of emendation, 
identification of geomorre as an adverb). Stevens has more recently been defended by Mandel 
(1987)~ whose final sentence and interpretation of the poem's final two lines fits in smoothly 
with my claims concerning the rhetoric of the male narrator thesis: "In a dark world, then as 
now, men must behave rightly regardless of the attendant sadness" (173). 
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Ironically enough, what has prompted me to investigate structures of desire in 
Schticking, Bambas and Stevens is a passage in Bambas which raises this question in 
rela~on to the other critics, i.e. the majority of critics who uphold the female narrator 
thesis. Towards the end of his essay, Bambas writes, "The attractions of this view are 
considerable. It adds some range to a body of poetry that in theme is limited and 
monotonous and enables the modern mind to respond sympathetically to a culture in 
\vhich women and a tender love story had a place after all, if only in one poem" 
(308f.). lf this constitutes the desire of the other critics, what, then, I was led to ask, 
constitutes the desires of Schucking, Bambas and Stevens? We may turn to the first 
paragraph of Bambas' s article to begin this investigation. 

It is a commonplace observation that Old English secular poetry reflects the ~mited 
attitudes and interests of a primitive warrior culture. In such a culture, the only 
matters worth celebrating in verse are the affairs of heroic war chiefs and the brisk 
young men who follow them for gold and glory. The constant themes are the worth 
and dignity, the fortitude, loyalty, and generosity of the fighters who defend the tribe. 
Peaceable churls and slaves are hardly mentioned, and women are referred to so 
seldom and so briefly that the prominence given to the Danish queen, Wealhpeow in 
Beowulf is considered remarkable. (303) If a line of argument is referred to in a 
scholarly article as "a commonplace observation," we tend to expect the article to 
contradict that observation. Bambas, however, does exactly the opposite. On the very 
next pager he evokes precisely that image of a male-dominated society as he rules out 
the possibility of female minstrels: "From what is known of the transmission of poetry 
among the early Teutoi:is, poems were recited or chanted by male scops or minstrels at 
drinking festivities from which women had withdrawn in good time. Of 
entertainment by female minstrels nothing is known" (304). Reading Bambas, one 
~annot help feeling that what underlies his attempts to dispense with a female 
narrator is a desire to preserve an intact and unified vision of the Anglo-Saxon world 
as a strongly masculine culture in which women: occupied only marginal spaces. A 
canonical version of that vision can be found in Chadwick and Chadwick'$ The Growth 
of Literature (1932), where the "Heroic Milieu" is characterized as revolving around the 
activities of warfare and drinking, "'With horses and armour as th,e most precious 
possessions and courage, loyalty, and strength as the primary virtues. It is a vision 
that has become challenged at least since Dorothy Whitelocks Anglo-Saxon Wills (1930) 
and Doris Mary Stentonrs The English Woman in History (1957)i and it is a vision that 
has more recently come under fierce attack by feminist scholars because of its 
exclusion of any kind of female experience beyond passivity .. endurance and suffering. 

·In fact, Helen Damico and Alexandra Hennessey Olsen in their introduction to New 
Readings on Women in Old English Literature (1990) single out Bambas's contribution as 
"the culmination of androcentricism progressing from nineteenth-century paternalism 
to twentieth-century misogyny" (1990: 14). That this vision of a unified masculine 
Anglo-Saxon culture does not only exclude women but also other forms of 
masculinity becomes apparent in Bambas' s discussion of lines 21-23a: 
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Blipe geb.,ro ful oft wit beotedan 
pcet unc ne gedrelde rtemne dea5 ana, 
owiht ellesi 

In blithe demeanor we two had very often vowed 
that nothing but death alone would separate us two, 
nothing else; 

What sounds very much like a marriage vow is explained by Bambas as follows: 
"Lines 21-23a [ ... ]suit the fierce loyalty that existed between a chief and his follower" 
(305). If we put aside for a moment the unlikelihood of reciprocal vows of loyalty unto 
death betv.reen a chief and his follower and accept that these lines are spoken by a man 
to man, we must still account for the affectionate tone of the passage, which expresses 
feelings that go beyond the loyalty a retainer owes his chief To put it bluntly, what 
strikes me as peculiar about Barnbas's reading of the passage is precisely that these 
lines do not strike him as somehow 'queer.' While I am not claiming that The Wife's 
Lament is in fact about homoerotic love, I propose that Bambas's exclusion .of that very 
possibility in the face of this highly emotionally charged discourSe betWeen men is 
based on a model of hegemonic masculinity which does define itself against other 
forms of masculinity, such as gay men. In order to discount the possibility of a female 
narrator, Bambas seems to find it necessary to downplay the affectionate tone of the 
poem, so as to be able to read the speaker's emotions as based on his "fierce 
loyalty" and nothing else. 

We can already see a similar mechanism at work in Schi.icking's article. 
Anticipating and trying to pre-empt objections to his arguments for a male narrator, 
SchUcking writes, "What can certainly not be held against our view is that the tone is 
too sentimental for a man" (447). What seems at first sight a concession on SchUcking's 
part that even Anglo-Saxon men were capable of emotions Hke sentimentality, turns 
into something different as we read what he has to say about proponents of the female 
narrator thesis. For Roder, who considers the speaker to be a wife who longs for her 
departed husband and eventually finds him only to be hidden away because he fears 
for her safety1 Schticking has nothing but ridicule: 'FROder's plot1 howeverF first of all 
suffers from a sentimentality that is somewhat too strong even for Anglo-Saxon 
standards" (441). What are we to make of this? Does Schllcking mean to say that 
Anglo-Saxons of the tenth century were a particularly sentimental people? Certainly 
not. When he refers to Anglo-Saxon standards, he means those of the critics whose 
construction of a sentimental love-story does violence to the text. That SchUcking 
identifies this type of criticism with a specifically British type of criticism becomes 
clear when he pours scorn over Stopford A. Brooke's interpretation of The WifeFs 
Lament. SchUcking begins by quoting from Brooke's reading of lines 47ff. and then 
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(beginning with "etc.") adds his own comments: 'Then 190 with a rapid change she 
thinks of her husband as exiled from her. She is not angry with himand the whole of 
this passage is subtly thoughtbut full o{ tender womanliness, full of pity that he is 
deprived of her. She knows1 he loves her still ... but he who thinks her guilty and yet 
loves herF o what sorrow must b_e his?' etc. This is not° Desdemona anymore, but much 
rather the bad melodrama of suburban London theatre and in that sense truly most 
'modern in feeling.' (445) What surfaces in SchUcking's disparagement of ROder and 
Brooke is a profound dislike not only of British criticism, but also of British cultural 
production, which he both considers to be too sentimental andone may reasonably 
conjectureeffeminate. More specifically, Brooke and Roder become the object of 
Schilcking'S scorn because their reading of The Wife's Lament impinges on Schii~ing's 
construction of Anglo-Saxon England as a purely martial society with archaic values, 
and in which neither the female voice nor sentimentality had a legitimate place.191 So 
when Schiick.ing denies that the tone of the poem is too sentimental for a man,_ he does 
not mean to say that men can be sentimental, too, but on the contrary tries to explain 
away the sentimentality, which would not fit the unitary and exclusionary concept of 
Anglp-Saxon masculinity he cherishes. 

Let us finally turn to Martin Stevens's case for a male narrator. As I have already 
pointed out, Stevens's reading is far more subtle than either Schticking's or Bambas's, 
and it is certainly no coincidence that the editors of New Readings on Women in Old 
English Literature have singled out Bambas rather than Stevens as a glaring example 
for twentieth-century misogyny. Nevertheless, we can detect in Stevens traces of the 
same desire for a unified vision of Anglo-Saxon masculinity and Anglo"Saxon culture. 
Stevens's remarks on what others perceive as the highly emotional tone of the poem, 
for instance, do not only share Schilcking's rhetoric of ridiculealbeit in a much more 
restrained fashionbut also Barnbas's unwillingness or inability to even contemplate the 
Possibility of homosexual desire; An amusing sidelight is the point that this very same 
poem which according to some commentators is such a subtle expression of a 
woman's feelings (one critic even interprets the "dawn-care" passage as "ungratified 
sexual passion') can be read as a man's monologue without requiring the ch3.nge of a 
single word. (84) Maybe the real 'amusing sidelight' is that Stevens doesn't even 
consider to make what appears to be the most obvious link between the suggestion of 
''ungratified sexual passion" and his own reading of the poem as a man's lament for 
the absence of another man. As in Bambas, this possibility is excluded along with the 
presence of the female voice. But Stevens goes further than that. In a move that 
should remind us of BambasF Stevens uses the apparent absence of female "\vorlds of 

19,)The quote from Brooke is English in the original, SchUcking' s comment (starting with" etc.") 
is translated by the author of this article. 
191 See Helen Damico and Alexandra Hennessey Olsen's (ed.) Nev; Readings on Women in Old 
English Literature for recent attempts to "te:ffiper the narrowly martial image" (15) of Anglo-
Saxon England. 
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experience from Old English poetry192 to support his arguments against the female 
narrator thesis: "The fact is that the Old English poetic vocabulary in general yields 
little insight into what can be called exclusively a #woman's thoughts or feelings." 
And "The Wife's Lament" yields none at all" (84). It is in such passages that the desire 
for unitary models of masculinity shared by Schiicking, Bambas and Stevens merges 
most clearly with a desire for unitary models of femininity, i.e. for a demarcation of 
"what can be called exclusively a "woman's thoughts or feelings.'u Such models are 
problematic because they are exclusionary and because they only very reluctantly 
allow for deviance from the norm. As Patricia A. Belanoff points out in her refutation 
of the argument that the vocabulary of The Wife's Lament does not suit a woman's 
voice: uPerhaps it is inappropriate for a woman to folgatJ secan [seek service], but 
perhaps the very inappropriateness creates meaning in the poem and for the speaker" 
(1990: 197). While I find Belanoffs reading of The Wife'.s Lament as an exercise in the 
Kristevan semiotic highly problematic, I share her unwillingness to accept as given the 
rigid and unitary models of both masculinity and femininity that inform some of the 
criticism of The Wife's Lament. Maybeand this is what I take to be an essential 
convergence between gender studies and the new men's studieswe need a little less 
insight into what makes a woman a woman and a man a man than SchU.cking, 
Bambas, and Stevens still possessed. : 
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